OPERATOR'S MANUAL
GREEN CONCRETE SAW
MODEL CC1000

IMPORTANT:
READ MANUAL AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS BEFORE OPERATING!
SAFETY WARNINGS

PERSONAL SAFETY
- Read and understand instructions before operating green concrete saw.
- Always wear safety approved hearing, eye, head and respiratory protection.
- Sturdy boots with non-slip soles aid in providing proper footing. Use of steel-toed safety boots is recommended.
- Under certain condition, sparks may fly so never wear clothes of flammable material.
- Know how to stop green concrete saw quickly in case of emergency.
- Keep all parts of your body away from concrete blade and all other moving parts.
- Use caution and follow instructions when loading and unloading green concrete saw.
- Wear work gloves to avoid contact with concrete slurry, which can cause serious skin irritation.

GENERAL CONCRETE SAW SAFETY
- This green concrete saw should be used only on material that is specified on each concrete blade. Read the instructions, which is on each concrete blade to determine which material the concrete blade is designed to be used on.
- The ignition governor is designed to limit the maximum engine speed in a no-load condition. Speeds in excess of that may cause the concrete blade to exceed the maximum safe-allowable speed. Do not operate the unit if you suspect it of exceeding this speed.
- Always keep guards in place.
- Make sure the concrete blade does not make contact with the ground and/or other surface when transporting green concrete saw.
- Green concrete saw must not be left unattended while the engine is running.
- Always remember to keep both hands on the handles when the engine is running.
- Do not operate the machine if there is a fuel leak. Have the fuel leak fixed first.
- Always wear respirator when cutting dry.

SAWING/WORK AREA SAFETY
- Never operate the green concrete saw in any application or job where you are not trained or supervised.
- Operate only in well-ventilated areas. Engine exhaust contains carbon monoxide, which can cause loss of consciousness and possible death.
- Keep bystanders and/or animals out of the work area.
- Observe all safety regulation for the safe handling of fuel. Handle fuel in safety containers. Shut off the engine and allow it to cool before refueling. Wipe the green concrete saw dry if fuel is spilled on it. Always move away from the fueling area before starting the engine.
- Do not operate the saw in areas of combustible material; sparks may occur from saw that could cause a fire or an explosion.

Failure to comply with proceeding warnings could result in serious bodily injury!

!WARNING:!

The engine exhaust from this product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.
ASSEMBLY

- Handle must be placed into position, and insert lock pin.
- Be certain to check engine oil level and service before using. Refer to engine manual for detailed information.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

- Be certain you have the correct diamond or abrasive concrete blade. Contact your authorized servicing dealer for the correct specification. Getting the correct concrete blade will make a tremendous difference in your costs and performance.
- The blade shaft flange must be inspected for damage and cleaned before mounting concrete blade. If damaged, replace bad parts. Inspect threads on blade shaft, replace worn shaft and/or flange nut.
- Mount the concrete blade solidly and firmly on blade flange. Tighten flange nut very securely. (Approximately 50 ft. lb).
- Warning: do not operate without proper guards in place.
- The green concrete saw is shipped without a concrete blade. Remove flange nut and outer flange. Place concrete blade onto blade shaft; replace outer flange and flange nut.
- Check engine oil. Use a high quality detergent oil. Use thinner oil in the winter season. Remove cap and dipstick and fill to full mark on stick. When checking oil level, make sure green concrete saw is level. Do not overfill. Dipstick assembly must be pushed fully onto tube at all times when engine is operating.
- Fill fuel tank with clean, "regular" grade automotive gasoline. Fill tank completely. Do not mix oil with gasoline.

TO START

- Follow all the instruction outlined above.
- Be sure the green concrete saw is in the up position, causing the concrete blade to be disengaged with the surface.
- Open fuel valve next to carburetor.
- Choke the carburetor. Move lever in direction of arrow to fully closed choke position.
- Pull rewind starter handle. Repeat if necessary with choke opened slightly. When engine starts, open choke gradually.

OPERATION

- Carefully depress depth gauge lever to concrete surface.
- Lower blade into cut to set depth of cut. Increasing depth will slow down speed of cut. Increasing speed of cut will shorten the life of the concrete blade.
- If the green concrete saw should stall for any reason, raise the blade completely. Before starting engine again.
TO STOP SAWING

- WHEN FINISHED SAWING DESIRED AREA, DEPRESS DEPTH GAUGE LEVER TO RAISE BLADE OUT OF THE CUT.
- PULL THROTTLE LEVER BACK, LOCATED ON SIDE OF THE ENGINE.
- TURN ENGINE SWITCH TO ‘OFF’ POSITION.
- TURN FUEL VALVE OFF NEXT TO CARBURETOR.

MAINTENANCE

- LUBRICATE BLADE SHAFT BEARINGS DAILY! DO NOT OVERGreasE. GREASE PROVIDES AN ADDED PROTECTIVE SEAL FOR THE BEARINGS. AFTER A MAXIMUM OF EVERY 40 HOURS OF OPERATION, GREASE REAR WHEELS FOR FRONT WHEELS SPRAY LUBRICANT ONTO SHAFT WHEN GREASING REAR WHEELS.
- CHECK ENGINE OIL DAILY. KEEP OIL CLEAN AND AT PROPER LEVEL. SINCE THE ENGINE OFTEN OPERATES AT AN ANGLE, CHECK THE OIL LEVEL (WITH ENGINE HORIZONTAL) FREQUENTLY TO ENSURE THAT THE OIL LEVEL NEVER FALLS BELOW THE LOWER MARK ON THE DIPSTICK. FOLLOW ENGINE MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDATION ON CHANGING OIL.
- ENGINE CARE: SEE ENGINE MANUAL
- BLADE SHAFT V-BELTS TENSION: THIS MODEL CONCRETE SAW IS EQUIPPED WITH PREMIUM V-BELTS. THESE BELTS ARE PROPERLY TENSIONED AT THE FACTORY. SEVERE DAMAGE OR EVEN BREAKAGE OF THE CRANKSHAFT MIGHT OCCUR IF THE BELTS ARE TENSIONED TOO TIGHT. CHECK BELT TENSION AS SET ON THE NEW SAW AND NEVER SET BELTS BEYOND ORIGINAL FACTORY TENSION. NOT ENOUGH TENSION WILL RESULT IN POOR SAW PERFORMANCE AND SHORT BELT LIFE. BELTS SHOULD NEVER BE ALLOWED TO SLIP. AFTER TWO HOURS OF USE, RE-TENSION BELTS TO MAKE UP FOR INITIAL STRETCH. TO RE-TENSION THE BELTS, TURN THE HORIZONTAL TENSIONING BOLT ON THE REAR OF THE ENGINE BASE CLOCKWISE UNTIL THE BELTS ARE TIGHT. RE-TIGHTEN THE FOUR BELTS ON THE ENGINE BASE. CONTINUE TO CHECK THE BELT TENSION ON A REGULAR BASIS, AND RE-TIGHTEN AS NECESSARY. TO OBTAIN ACCURATE V-BELT SETTING, A V-BELT TENSION TESTER SHOULd BE USED. CHECK THE SETTING ON A SINGLE BELT OF A MATCHED SET OF V-BELTS. APPLY LOAD AT THE CENTER OF THE BELT SPAN. DEFLECTION SHOULD BE 3/16” WITH A 5 TO 6 LB. LOAD.
- TIGHTEN FASTENERS REGULARLY. NUTS AND BOLTS MAY BECOME LOOSE PARTICULARLY AFTER THE FIRST FEW HOURS OF OPERATION. CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO SELECT THE PROPER TOOLS AND FASTENERS. DAMAGE TO THE Threaded FASTENERS COULD OCCUR IF INCORRECT TOOLS OR FASTENERS ARE USED.
- PERIODICALLY CHECK BLADE SHAFT ASSEMBLY FOR ENDPLAY. THERE SHOULD BE NO ENDPLAY. ADJUSTMENT IS MADE BY RELOCATING BLADE SHAFT AND RETIGHTENING SETSCREWS ON THE BLADE SHAFT BEARINGS.